Get closer, smell this flower and collect a Siam Spa moment.

collection of moments
Anti-stress Back Massage - 45 min 55€

Gentle and relaxing massage focused on the back, loosening the tense muscles of neck, shoulders and low back.

Swedish Massage - 60 min 75€ / 90 min 100€

Full Body massage that stimulates blood flow, tones up muscles and provides a complete relaxation.

Foot Reflexology - 45 min 55€ / 60 min 70€

Stimulation of the reflex points on the soles of the feet with the aim of relieving tensions and rebalancing the body.

Classical Thai Massage Aromatherapy - 60 min 70€ / 90 min 95€

Application of essential oils on the whole body achieving complete relaxation.

Traditional Bali Massage - 60 min 75€ / 90 min 100€

The combination of the energy points, palm pressure, stretching and effleurage techniques contributes to purify body and mind.

Thai Herbal Compress - 90 min 105€

A ritual of peace and harmony. A full body massage with poultices stuffed with an aromatic mix of Thai herbs that slowly release any muscular tension in your tired body.

Body treatments, beauty and facial treatments from 45€

We also have individual and couple packages

Siam package - 85€

It includes foot ritual, 60 min classical Thai massage, the wellness area for 4 hours and a pizza or hamburger in pool bar.

Suite for two - 165€

It includes foot ritual, 60 min classical Thai massage, the wellness area for 4 hours and a pizza or hamburger in pool bar.

If you want something that does not appear in the list, please do not hesitate to ask, from Siam Spa we will do everything possible to please you.